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QUESTION 1

DRAG DROP 

A company has an on-demand self-service portal. What is the most likely sequence of events in the service catalog
when an IaaS service is provisioned? 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 2

You are designing a cloud services architecture for a company. You have determined that running some of the customer
facing applications the company uses in a public cloud would save a significant amount of money but the security 

department wants to retain control of customer data at rest. The application infrastructure consists of two database
servers and eight web servers. 

How can you architect the application to minimize the risk involved with data exposure? 

A. Host the application servers in the public cloud and host the databases in the private cloud. 

B. Scale the application horizontally by utilizing a hybrid cloud where the application and database are mirrored a public
cloud. 

C. Cluster four of the application servers and one database server in the public cloud and the remaining servers in the
private cloud. 

D. Host the application servers and database servers in the public cloud and set up RBAC to restrict access to the
applications 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

In a hypothetical future scenario, a security company has deployed a large fleet of surveillance drones to observe
customer facilities. Audio and visual as well as radio spectrum and infrared data are transmitted back to the security
company for processing. The data is run through multiple virtual assistances and expert systems to detect and tag
anomalies and potential threats in the data streams before passing team along to human security personnel. 

What emerging 3 rd Platform technologies would enable the desired capabilities? 

A. Big data analytics, augmented humans, and robotics 

B. Robotics, machine learning, and big data analytics 

C. Augmented humans, robotics, and machine learning 

D. Machine learning, big data analytics, and augmented humans 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

An IT organization has built cloud services and needs to decide on a chargeback model. Considering the existing
budget policy in their company, the financial controllers in the lines of business (LOBs) prefer consistent usage and
billing patterns. Additionally, they require that service consumption does not exceed planned usage. 

Which chargeback model best fits this scenario? 
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A. Fixed cost and guaranteed resources with threshold limits for usage 

B. Both guaranteed and variable resources allowing for overuse 

C. Variable resources that allows flexibility for LOBs, with threshold limits for usage 

D. Pay-as-you-use capability that allows IT to maximize utilization of resources. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

The principles of Autonomy, Abstraction, Discoverability, Composability, and Reusability are all principles of what? 

A. Application profiling 

B. Service inventory 

C. Delivery models 

D. Service characteristics 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference https://www.slideshare.net/MohamedZakarya2/soa-principles-4service-loose-coupling 
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